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Unit 4: Loops   Skill Builder 2: While  

In this lesson, you will learn about the most versatile of the 

loops, the While…EndWhile loop. 

Objectives: 

 Write a simple While loop 

 Use the While loop to ensure valid data entry  

  

The While…EndWhile loop (menu > Control) continues to loop as long as its <condition> is True. The structure looks 

like this: 

            

 <initialize the condition>      

 While <condition> 

      <loop body> 

 EndWhile 

 Initialize refers to setting up one or more variables so that the While statement can properly evaluate the condition 

the first time. The initialization establishes a value of True or False for the variable(s). If the initial condition is False, 

the loop is skipped. If the condition is True, then the loop body is processed.  

 The <condition> is a logical expression such as X>0. 

 The <loop body> is any set of statements, including other loops and If structures. The <loop body> is processed 

whenever the <condition> is True. 

 Somewhere in the <loop body>, there must be a statement or statements that alters the <condition>. Without a 

change in the condition, you will create an infinite loop - a loop that never ends. 

 The keyword EndWhile is used to indicate the bottom of the <loop body>. At the EndWhile statement, the program 

loops back to the While statement and tests the <condition> again. If the condition is False, the loop is finished. If 

the condition is True, the loop body is processed again. 

This split-screen to the right illustrates a While loop and its output.  

The assignment statement k:=1 at the top of the program sets the initial condition to a 

known False value so that the loop will be processed. Without this initialization, the 

variable k could be undefined or contain any stored value, introducing an unknown 

value into the program. 

Somewhere inside the <loop body>, there should be a statement that will have an 

effect on the <condition> so that the loop will eventually end and the statements after 

the loop can be processed. Usually this statement is near the bottom of the <loop 

body>. k:=k+1 ensures that eventually k will be greater than n. 

 

  

The program demonstrates the While loop equivalent of the following For loop: 

 For k,1, n                                               k:= 1 

             Disp k                                                 While k ≤ n   

      EndFor                                                    Disp k 

                                                                          k:= k + 1 

                                                                        EndWhile 

This illustrates the power and convenience of using a For loop which is more compact. 
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Teacher Tip: Caution! Infinite loops are dangerous! If a program is stuck in an infinite loop, 

press and hold the c key until the program halts (breaks).  

Be especially careful on the computer software because the on/Home key does not behave 

the same way as on a handheld.  

Teacher Tip: In fact, the While structure is the only loop a programming language needs. 

Other types of loops are just convenient shortcuts.  

It is important to stress that the While loop might not be processed at all. If the condition 

after While is false to begin with, then the entire loop is skipped. 

There are three components to building a successful While loop: Initialize, test, and 

change. 

 Initialize a variable(s). 

 Test a condition based on that variable(s). 

 Change the variable(s) so that eventually the condition becomes false, and the loop will 

terminate. 

Checking for Valid Input with While…EndWhile 

Write a section of a program (a ‘code segment’) that makes sure that the user enters 

a positive number, tells the user when an entry is invalid, and prompts the user to 

enter another value in its place. 

The output of the code segment is shown to the right with some non-positive numbers 

entered to see the effect. 

Try to write the statements for the While…EndWhile structure without peeking at the 

next page! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. We begin by starting a new program. The name used here is valid. 

2. Create a Local variable n, and use the Request statement to get a value from the 

user. Note that the prompt asks for a positive number. 

 

3. Insert the While structure using menu > Control. Both the While and EndWhile   

commands are pasted into the code, and the cursor appears after the word While 

so that the condition can be entered. 
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4. Type the condition n≤0. 

The ≤ operator can be accessed by selecting /=.  

 

5. Finally, complete the loop body by providing an error message. Use the Text   

statement (menu > I/O) to display “Not a positive number!”  

The Text statement pauses the program and displays the promptString in a dialog 

box. 

 

6. Enter another Request statement (menu > I/O) to let the user enter a value for n 

again. 
 

The final program valid( ) to the right produced the interaction seen earlier in this 

lesson. 

Notice the two identical Request statements. 

 The first is used to initialize the condition (n≤0). If a positive number is entered 

at this point, then the loop will not be processed at all.  

 However, if 0 or a negative number is entered, then the loop body displays the 

error message (Text) and Requests another value. 

 The Request statements do not have to be identical but they both do have to 

get a value for the same variable. Can you combine the Text and Request 

statements in the loop body into one statement? 

The loop will continue as long as a non-positive value is entered.  

 

 

 

Teacher Tip:  You can type ‘<=’ on a computer. ctrl+B (Check Syntax & Store) changes 

the two characters into one, ≤. 

 

A new feature of the Program Editor (introduced in OS version 4.5) is better placement of 

the beginning and end of block statements such as While…EndWhile. If you already have 

code in your program that you would like to enclose in a block structure, select the code first 

and then use menu > Control to select the desired structure. The first statement (While) 

will be inserted above the selection and the last statement (EndWhile) will be inserted 

below the selection. Of course, you could always type the commands. 

To suppress the display of Text and Request prompts add ‘, 0’ to the end of each 

statement: 

     Text “NOT a positive number!” , 0 

 


